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La i.emia soviきode protonmagneta resona spektro de styrene estas duon-empire 
kalkulita， de konsidero de jenaj faktoroj: (i)π rーingakurento・efiko，(i) magneta 
anisotrop-efiko de najbaraj karbonaj atomoj， (ii) loka kontral1magneta sirmado de la 
hidrogena atomo， kaj (iv) efiko de parta ringa kurento. La konformiきode la kalkulado 
kun la mezurado sajnas al mi entute kontenta. 
Kelkaj diskutoj pri la s-protona sovigo de vinyl halides， kaj la rilato de protonaj 
sovi含ojkaj elektronaj densecoj ankal1 estas faritaj. 
1. Introduction 
If we examine the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra of a given species 
of nucleus in various chemical environments， either in different molecules or in dif-
ferent chemical positions in the same molecule， there will be a corresponding set of 
different values of the shielding constant. So， magnetic resonance will ∞cur in a dif・
ferent part of the spectrum for each chemically distinct position. This displacement of 
a signal for different chemical environments due to variations in shielding constant is 
referr巴dtoasa“chemical shiftぺ
Phenomena of the chemical shift were first observed in 1950， (1) and then a 
number of important applications in various branches of chemistry and chemical physics 
developed widely. (2) 
The general expression of nuclear shielding in molecules was first derived by 
Ramsey. (3) Using the usual perturbation theory， he calculated the total energy of 
electrons in a uniform external magnetic field and in a secondary magnetic field 
induced by the nuclear magnetic moment of a nuc1eus located at the origin， from 
which he picked up the terms of interactions of the magnetic moment with the ex-
ternal magnetic field. And he obtained the following shielding constant for the case of 
the external field in z direction : 
* A part of this work was published in J. Phys. Soc. Japan， 20， 1212(1965) 
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where 0 and n represent the ground and the excited electronic states respectively， and 
E惚 Eois the excitation energy， o isthe azimuthal angle for rotation about the z 
aXls. 
This is Ramsey's formula and the mean shielding constant is obtained by丘veraging
ovεr al directions. The first term in the formula 1S simi1ar to the Lamb formula for 
the atom (4) and the second term corresponds closely to the paramagnetic term in the 
Van Vleck equation for the magnetic susceptibility. (5) 
To evaluate the second term precisely， it would be necessary to have det呂iled
knowledge of the energies and wave functions of al the excited εlectronic states. 
The Ramsey formula is not suitable for the c乱lculationof thεshielding constants 
in any molecules. The principal dififculty li田 inthe fact that， for a large molecule， 
both terms become laτge and cancel each other. In order to make comparative studies 
of a series of related compounds， a theory wh日reinthe total shielding is divided into 
local contributions was developed by Saika and Slichtεr. (6) Th色ysuggested that the 
shielding could be approximately divided into separate atomic contributions， and divided 
the total shiεlding into three parts: 
( i) The diamagn色ticcorrection for the atom in question. 
(ii) The paramagnetic corr己ctionfor the atom in question. 
(ii) The contribution from other atoms. 
Neglecting the effect (iii)， because variations in the local paramagnetic tεrm are the 
dominant cause of fluorine chemical shift， they evaluated the fluorine chemical shift 
of the partly ionic molecule HF relative to the nOlトionicmolecule F2， to be 625 ppm， 
which is compar己dwi th the observed value of 1，400 ppm. ('1) 
The mathematical basis of this division into atomic currents has b田 ndiscuss巴d
by Pople (8) and McConnell. (自) Moreover， Pople (10) suggεst己dthat the division pro咽
posed by Saika旦ndSlichter does not take account of the possible magnetic effects of 
Interatoll1ic curr巴ntsin which electrons flow from one atom to anothεr， and that the 
int邑ratomiccurrents can make a significant contribution to proton chemical shifts， and 
he completed the division of the shielding constant by adding the effect (iv) : 
(iv) The contribution from interatomic currents. 
In the case of the proton magnetic resonance， the effect (ii) which 1S the dominant 
cause of fluorine chemical shift， would have litle contribution to the shift， because the 
ground electronic s臼
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A theory was proposec! by Pople(8) ， (11) for evaluating the shielc!ing constant 
incluc!ing the effects (iii) anc! (iv). For the estimation of the effect (ii)， he c!ivic!ec! 
up the contribution from other批 0111Sinto the atomic current on each atom， anc! trea国
ted the magnetic moment， inc!ucec! by the atomic current， as a point dipole， anc! he 
c!escribed the effect (iv) by a sil11ple c1assical moc!el(12) of free electrons on a wire， 
111 aromatic con司pounds.
By Pople' s theory， itwas possible to stucly concretely the proton chel11ical shift， 
ancl the ground for wide applications of the chel11ical shift to chemistry and chemical 
physics was given町 Thereafter，there appeared many theoretical目workson the ring 
current effect， (13) the polar effect， (1壬) and the bond anisotropy. (15) And also， a 
study extended Pople's theory to the fluorine chemical shift was published. (16) 
In this paper， a semiempirical evaluation of the proton chemical shift of styrene 
b且sedmainly on the Pople theory is presented， and some considerations on the s-proton 
shift in vinylぃhalidesare made. At last， the correlation of the pr祉 onchemicaL shift 
and the electron density is cliscussecl. 
n. The Proton Chemical Shift of Styrene 
~ 2閣1， Experimental Result日
NMR spectra of styrene were obtained with JNM-3 type higlトresolutionNMR 
spectrol11eter of J ap乱n Electron Optics Laboratory Co・ Ltd，and the resonance 
frequency for protons is 40 1¥在c.
The results of the chemical shift were published previously， (17) and are represen.. 
ted in Table 1 with other reported values. (18)ー (20)
TABLE 1. Proton dhemical shifts of styrene. 
Protons* Proton chemical shifts (H-H1) jH1Ppm 
日1 。圃00 0.00 0.00 0，00 
H2 -0.50 -0.52 --0.55 -0.50 
H3 -1.50 -1.50 -1.55 -1.48 
Hring -2.05 -2.05 
Ref. (17) (18) (19) (20) 
H1¥ /H3 * Protons are labeled according to th巴system C十 C
H2/ 一 ¥C6Hu 
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~ 2圃2.Theoretical Considerations 
a. The ti-ring-current effect 
It is very often reported that the chemical shifts in aromatic compounds are able 
to be successfully in terpreted by considering the contri bution of the pi -ring currents 
induced by an externally applied magnetic field. 
Therefore， the contribution of the pi -ring-current effect to the proton chemical 
shift of styrene 1S evaluated at first. Methods for calculating this effect were proposed 
by many workers， (13) and we adopted some of them. 
First， the dipolar approximation proposed by Pople (10) ， (13a) was used， in which 
the contribution of induced pi回ringcurrents to the shift 1S approximated by the effect 
of thεmagnetic dipole located at the center of the ring. 
If a magnetic field H is applied perpendicularly to the aromatic ring， the electrons 
circulate with angular frequency eHj(2n:mc)， leading to a current of j 
j=3e2Hj(2π例c)。 ( 2 ) 
And then the curr色ntj is replaced by a magnetic dipole μd at the center of the 
and perpendicular to i t : 
μd= -3e2a2HjC2mc2)， ( 3 ) 
where e and m are the electronic charge and mass， r巴stectively，a 1S the radius of the 
ring and c is the light γelocity. Th巴directionof this moment will b巴 suchas to lead 
to a diamagnetic moment opposed to the primary field Ho For the proton at the dis-
tance R from the center of the ring， there will be the following contribution to the 
shielding constant， 
μdj(HR3) = -3e2a2j(2mc2R2)， ( 4 ) 
A veraging over al directions of H， the rεsu1tant contribution is 
a7r= -e2a2j(2mc2R2)。 ( 5 ) 
A direct method of calculating the field at any point was formulated by Mcwト
色ny，(13d) based on the London theory， (21) and it is easily applied even to large 
moleculeso 
In the method proposed by Mc W eeny， the usual LCAO pεrturbation theory is 
generalized to take account of the imaginary perturbation due to an external magnetic 
field， and the induced field at a point is thcn calculatεd by inserting a test dipole， 
adopting approximations due to London， and using the perturbation theory to evaluate 
a coupling energy. The resu1ts are as follows， which differ somewhat from those 
obtained by Pople， 
σπ= 2s(2n:ejhc)2S2ja3( -lj9)(μjR3)， ( 6 ) 
wh巴re，s 1S the resonance integral， e， the electronic charge， h， Planck constant， C， light 
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veloci ty， S， the are乱 ofthe arom乱ticring， a， the carbon-carbon bond length， and R is 
the clistance from the center of the ring in units of a.μis a dipole moment anclμ→ 
1 for large R， that is the inclucecl moment may be regarclecl as a point clipole at large 
clistanc巴s，but the corr巴ctionfactor must in general be aclclecl: 
μ= 1 -1-(9/8).R-3-ト(843/128)R-LI-口 (7) 
Insteacl of a magnetic clipole in Pople's theory， Waugh ancl Fessenclen (13b) consiclerecl 
the magnetic field which actually乱risesfrom n electrons circulating in a loop of radius 
a. ln the usual cylindrical coorclinatesρand z， expressecl in units of a， the component 
of this fielcl normal to the plane of the ring was given by 
Ik i T? ' "ハトー→IK(k)-I→一一L1E(h)j，4πcaρY2 lU\~/ ' (1ー ρ)2-1 ( 8 ) 
K ancl E are the complete elliptic integrals and the moclulus k is expressecl by 
J~2=4ρ/C ( 1 -ーρ)2-トZ2J. ( 9 ) 
1 isa sup巴rconductingcurrent flowing in a ring having a radius equal to that of the 
benzene ring， 
1=仰 2H/(4πmc).
? ? ? ?????、
If the aver旦geprojectiol1 of Hz 01 the applied magnetic field was taken into account， 
the results is 
。=ne2Bo/(24πlnc2a)， 、 、 、 、 』 ， ，???、 、 ?、
i 〆 1 一 n2 ヴ2
Boニ τ 二1TIK(ゆk)-1一 士L一、「一 ιL一主E(向h向)I πpY2 l~~\ <VJ' (1-ρ)2 -1- z2~\." .I J (12) 
It 1S well known that the pi-electron c10ud does not have its maximum density in 
the plane of the carbon atoms， but its maximul11 clensity exists rather in two doughnut国
Iike rings， one on each side. The spacing of these rings is not known but is probably 
of the order of lA. (22) 
We carried out the evaluation of the ring current effect by the sil11ilar l110clel of 
two circular loops. (23) Since the current flowing in a single loop is 
Jニ 3e2H/(4πmc)， (13) 
the seconclary field on the z axis， H' (Z)， isgiven by 
H' (Z)=説;H([(M)日2l~ -1-[(z-d)山刊， (14) 
where， a is the raclius of the ring and 2d is the separation of two doughnut-1ike 
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the second旦ryfield on the z a叉is(r=z， D =0)， derived from this potential， must equal 
to H'(z). So， we expanded both fields in terms of z and determined the coefficients 
ofゆ，A川 andderived th邑 generalexpression for the secondary field， -iJojiJr. The 
f巴sultwas the following and this is in accord with Pople's expression， (13a) if only 
the first term is taken for the case of large distance， 
'lρ 2rl2 .-




In the case of styrene， D =1τj2 and C-H distance is 1.09A， and C四C distances are 
assumed from the bond-order calculated by simple LCAO meth.od as C=C distance in 
the vinyl group 1.36 A; C-C distance between the vinyl and the phenyl groups: 
1047 A， and aニ仁39A.The separation of two circular loops， 2d， istaken as 0.9 A， (13b) 
0.7 A，(22) and 1.28 A.(1::J6) With McVYeeny's model， the values of the resonance 
integral s from -20 to -40 Kcaljmol were used and it is said that the observed 
values of the resonance energy for benzene are ← 36--41 Kcaljmol. (24) Using the 
旦bovemodels， we evaluated the contribution of th邑 pi四ring-currenteffect to the proton 
chemical shifts in styrene， and the results are summarized in Table 1L 
In Table n， itis shown that an order of magnitude of proton shifts is qualita圃
tively interpreted by the pi四ring-currenteffect， but for H3， the quantitative agreement 
between the observed value and the theoretical estimate is not s呂tisfactory，
品回 Magnetic anisotroty of銘記ighboringcarbon atom. 
If the electronic currents in a molecule are divided into atomic contributions in 
the manner proposed by S在ikaand Slichter， (日) the proton magnetic moment is likely 
to experience a considerable magnetic field d田 tolocal circulations in the atom to 
which it is bonded. The simple w乱Yto estimate the magnitudεof such an effect， 
that is the effect (ii) of Saika and Slichter， isto replace the currents on the other 
atoms by point magnetic dipoles at the center of atoms， which is the way adopted by 
Pople(11) and McConnelL (9) 
We calculated the secondary field due to the currents on the neighboring carbon 
atom in styrene， according to Pople's consid己ration.(11) The anisotropy of the local 
susceptibility on an atom can be separated into an anisotropy of the purely diamagne国
tic part (corresponding to the simple rotation with the Lamor frequency) and the 
paramagnetic part arising from the mixing of the ground state with excited electronic 
states by the magnetic field. In most atoms， the distribution of electrons is not likely 
to be very non-spherical， so it is expected that most of the anisotropy will乱risefrom 
the paramagnetic p司rt.Therefore， we evaluated the magnetic susceptibility due to the 
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paramagnetic current on the neighboring carbon atOl11 for viny1 function in general. 
Each atom has labe1ecl accorcling to Fig. 1， ancl de10ca1ized pトLCAOMO'sand 








TABLE I The contribution of the ring-currents to th巴
proton ch巴mical呂hiftof styrene. 
Model r H2 I H3 I H 
Point dipole approx. (13a) 










d = 0.00 A 
d = 0.35 A 
d = 0.45 A 
d口 0.64A ::(::ト::;(:::




De10calized 1ト orbita1s: 
ψπl=Cl1ゆ1十C21oz +… …十C2司世2n







where C川 is the coefficient of 2tz orbita1 of the r圃thcarbon atom， 世川 inthe ふth
occupied orbita1， and the prime clenotes those of unocupiecl pトMo's.





1れ2"=a2ahZa +OZaX 2" 







three and where h1a， h1b，呂ndh2a are ls・orbitalsof H1a， Hlb and H2a， respectively， 
sp2-hybridized orbitals for C1 are given by 




Three Sp2司hybridizedorbit旦lsfor C2 are 
十J~附2? ????? ??
=一L(2制Sめ)λ 一，~母pム必ム一←L(ゆ2申pあωνρ)1ν/3 '''')2-:;ν16 
j-"-;:- 一」=(2Pム4-L(知山・173，"")2-Ý~6 
An sp2-hybridized orbital for C3 which perticiptates Cz回 sigma四bondis 
(21) 
The wave functions for the ground states are expressed by the Slater determinant， 
1t' 0=[ (加附〕一き七@子(一1)PpVr叫1)ぴ(iり)，ψれVral叫1
.…一.'"ψ島π 旬バ(2n+10) fJ(2n+ 10). 
土 (2S)3+]=(2ム〉aJ子 (2あ)3.ェ/3'--/u ' V6，-r:c/u v 
(22) 
The excited states are constructed by promoting a single electron from an occupied to 
an unoccupied molecular orbitaL 
Using the method of evaluation adopted by Pople， (8) the local paramagnetic 
susceptibilities due to paramagnetic currents on carbon atoms C1 and C2， for the case 
of the external magnetic field is in x， y and z directions， respectively， are given by 
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e翌二玄r(b'la)20苧・ JML+〈品川)231・ (C1，:)2 l ¥U ~aF "'-'ムE)"i→a1a' I ¥V.Lb) (ムE)川→σ1u' 
+(51a〕 214qr・一一(竺11.)2 一十 (hb 〕 2M31c・一一也主~lτ(ムE)σla→πk， -7(ムE)a1b→πk' J 
e2Jz2 r 1 If.I '¥9 O~~. (Cl;)2 r:t.l '" O~~. (C1i)2 
1 ←辰五五平L-i-(b'la)2トTEE予;孟アト了(b'lo)2十(6E)"二一五7
牛÷ (九九川c)2戸三 (Cl，ぜ1立ど2竺f 一土 (伊b汐れ九川ω'lcb'2注L川前1品ん品グん，、」c(ムE)π爪Z→σ町c' 3 \"".l CV~C) .o:.....J (ムE)片πも→ac'〆但23幻) 
11. ¥r:>.U';.!lco (C'lk)2 1'1. ¥0 u削nοc， (C'1.k) 2 
+す(Ola)2乙一一一一一十一一(b1b)2L:一一
k (ムE)σla→πKF3k (ムE)alb→πk'
4-Hc〉21ccJ自立一-i(hん〕百ccJHL〕マ(ムE)σc→πk' 3 \.......l Cv~c/ k (ムE)ac→π〆
%1"= ~~2Jz~2 ~ r ~_ ，_~~~'!è!aY _， + ~-;_.iグ1ab1b)2←一一| +ー一一一一一一8n;2m2c2 l 3 (ムE)σ1a→σ1bI 3 (ムE)σlbー がはが
寸 2 Cb'laOlc)2 2 グ1cb1a)2一3 て6E)示孟瓦五一寸一-3-CE}!;万五二'"7-0C'
+~ ，.Cb)bb1c)2 +~-~δ'lcb~l 一一一一一
3 (ムE)σc→a1b' 3 (ムE)σlb→σc'J 
どか=
8πn;2m2勾C2、マ(ムE)以πg→σa2a' I ¥'-' <:JU/ (ムE)"i吋 σ2b'
午-:cnFntH80cc・ (c'2k)2 ~b/2bb' 3b 一一←一一←ユ一一一十件2a)2L: 一一一一一一一一一ア (ムE)，日一〉σ2bF k (ムE)σ2a→叫F
叫んb)2百c__ (←C'2，)2 -b2bbsh古C， C'2kC' 3lc '1 
k (ムE)σ2b→πk' V~DVðb k (ムE)a2b→"k'J 
2νヱ示函ぷ:之弘去fパ[件÷(んc)〆手 石2鋭己与了7一Jグ仇九ω2針J凶ch品
('1.1 ¥9 O~. (C2包)2 rl.I '¥oOCC' (CZi)2 斗す(b'2a)2L:一 + -;，Cb' 2b)2 L:一一一一(ムE)町→σ2〆 3z(ムE)π包→σ2b'
十九bbFaby - C山， ---[-ト一土(仇んcρj〉(ムE)"π包→σa2bν 3 ¥.....，，1:/ k (ムE)ゐσc→π耐kμ f 
制。c. C'17t~C'2k /t. \Q'lt~!l，CC. (C'2k)2 一一一九九エ 一一一一一一十 (九)2L: 一一一一一一一一一k CムE)σc→πk' 3 ，. -""U/ k (ムE)σ2a→w
+←!'C仇bん2〆4古2k (ムE)ゐσ2b→πげkμ 3 ""-""oOJ;)/) k (ムE)ゐσ2幻b→π7lk'μ，j 
%2Z= n ~2Jz: n r ~/ y::~bÓ2a)2 + ~'/ ^ C~~ab2b)2 “ 一一一一一! 一一一一一一一一一一+一一一一一一一一一一-8n-2m2c2 l 3 (ムE)a2a→σ2b' 3 (ムE)02b→σ2a'
2 (b'2ah2c)2 2 グ2ch2a)2「一一一 一一一一一一一一一~一一一一一ー一一一一一一一一一一一一一一
3 CムE)σc→02〆， 3 (ムE)σ2a→a'c 
-[~__/ ~b!:_~b2C)2 寸 2(bF2cb2b〉21一一一 1 
3 CムE)σc→σ2b' ' 3 ムE)σ2b→σc'J 
(24) 
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where sums over i and k are over a1 occupied and unoccupied orbitals and (ムE)i→j
is the energy for the excitation 
Then， we require the average value of the paramagnetic shielding constant ov配r
the three directions x， y and z in the molecule. If the applied field H makes and 
angle (}x with the C国Hbond line for x direction and so on， then the average para国
magnetic shielding at the proton due to induced p司ramagneticsusceptibilities at the 
carbon atom is 
円二品τ[叩∞呂2{} x-1) + xY(3cos2丸一1)+叩
where R 1S the C回Hinternuc1eョrdistance. 
In the case of styrene， internuc1ear distances were assumed to be the values used 
previously， and an angle HCH 1S put as 1200， because the values bas巴don the measure同
ment are not available. The calculated paramagnetic susceptibilities using the atmic 
values assumed above， LCAO's obtained by Yonezawa et a1 (25) and eqs. (23)， (24)， 
are shown in Table IIl. Thus， the calculated results of the contribution of the para-
magnetic currents on carbon atoms to the shielding constants of protons were obtained 
as shown in Table IV. Hereafter， for simplicity， protons H1b， I-ha and HZa in Fig. 1 
are denoted by H1， I-z， and respectively. 
In Table IV， the differences of proton chemical shifts due to the m旦gneticaniso咽
tropy of carbon atoms are shown to b己ーo. 05ppm for H2 and -0 . 1 ppm for H呂
町 f巴rredto Hl as 0 ppm. 
c. Local diamagnetic shielding 01 the hydrogen atom. 
The contribution of local diamagnetic curr百1tson the hydrogen atom itself can be 
estimated from the Lamb formula (品〉
U 色凶α ~-f ρ 一一一.臥眺一一一3mc2 J r -， (26) 
whereρis the electron density of the electrons associated with the hydrogen atom and 
is repres巴ntedapproximately by 
TABLE IU. The calculated paramagnetic susc巴ptibilities a t e旦chcarbon atom when th色
applied field is in x y and z directions， in units of (ehf2πmc)Z. 
















Proton Chemical 品iflsof Vinyl Compounds 
TABLE IV. Th巴 contributionof the paramagnetic curr巴ntto the proton ch巴micalshift 
of styrene (in ppm， referred to Hj). 
~一一~ー Protons















where qH is the total sigma-electron density of the hydrogen atom， and ψls is 1s.・




where ao is the Bohr radius and 5 is the effective nuclear charge in a hydrogen-like 
ls-wave function. 
The total sigma回electrondensity of the sigma唱skeletonwas evaluated by a deloca-
lized LCAOMO calculation for saturated compounds. (29) The calculated electron densi-




H. ，H C-H 0.905 ¥/ρ 




Hence taking the coefficient of qH， 25 tentatively， eq. (28) gives the lower field shift 
of about 0.25 ppm of H3 resonance referred to Hl and Hz resonances. 
d. The tartial ring-current ejfect 
A method of estimating the contribution of partial ring同currentson side chains to 
the shift， was given by Pople (13C). 
As the value of the overlap integral of pi-orbitals between C2-C5 and CZ-C4， is
about 0.04 and that of C-C bond in the aromatic ring is about 0.25， the value of the 
resonance integral mft (m=0.16) was assumed for C2-C5， C2-C4・
Following Pople， we obtained the ratio of the ring current of the phenyl group in 
styrene to that o(benzene as shown in Table V， and the currents in the benzene ring 
and in the sid巴司chainring are given as follows: 
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JB=生存亙{2x 0，05128 SB+2x 0附 8Sム)
(29) 
Jム主主引ーか0.001凶 B+O山 x2叫，
where SBヨndSム areareas of the benzene and the sid邑-chainrings， respεctively. The 
ratios of currents in side回chainrings to those or benz在neare given as shown in Table 
VL 
Finally， ifm is overestimated to be m= 0.2， the contribution to the proton shift 
of the ring園currentin side“chains of styrene is 0，03 ppm for H3 and for H2， 0.01 
ppm. 
~ 2-3. Re自ultsand DiscussIon 
The proton chemical shifts of styrene have to be interpretεd by considering addi-
tively various己ffectsestimated above. The calculated and observed results for the 
proton shifts of styrene旦resummarized in Table VIL Table VII shows that the 
agreement of the calculated shifts with the observed values i呂 goodbut， quanti-
tativel)んitIS not satisf旦ctory，especially for the H3 proton shift. 
There will be discussions on some points. In th色 firstplace， for出 timateof the 
di品magneticshielding of the hydrogen atom， we tentatively adopted the effective 
nuc1ear ch呂rgefor 1s開・atomicorbital of the hydrogen atom in a molecule larger than 
unityリ-1.4)， but the phisical foundation for this assumption is not so clear. The 
discussions on these points shall be appeared again in an article on the electron density 
and the shift園
TABLE V. The ratios of ring-currents in styrene and in benzene， 
ロ1 。 0.16 0.20 
Jstyr. ! jbenz. 0.9193 0.9252 。.9493
TABLE VI. The ratios of th巴 currentof side-chains of styrene to that of benz邑ne.
m 。 0.16 0.20 
J 6.I jbenz。 。 。固0056 0.0141 
Secondly， itis usually accepted that the styrene-molecule is in the same plane， but 
the information about the molecul乱r: plane of styrene was not able to be obtained. 
In stilbene derivatives， the possibility of twist of aromatic ring was discussed by 
k抗日yamaet al.， (26) therefore we出 timatedthe contribution of the twist of aromatic 
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ring in styrene to the proton shift. 
Adopting the model of two circular loops， the proton shift due to the effect of 
twist of the aromatic ring was evaluated as functions of the angle of twist for various 
loop separations and the results are shown in Fig. 2， in which cp means the angle of 
the ring about C2-C3 axis and the values of the shifts are relative to those of H1・
TABLE VII. The calculated and observed proton chemical shifts (in ppm) of styrene. 
一一一一一一 Protons け
E 一一一~一一一一.0.1ffects 一- ! 
π'-ring-currents* 0 
Carbon-anisotropy 0 
Looal diamag. shielding 0 













* Eq. (16) with d=0.35A. 料 Ref.(1η一(20).
In Fig. 2， it is c1early seen that as the 
twisting angle of the aromatic ring becomes 
larger， the sp配 trumof H2 is appeared at 
considerable higher field that of H3' This 
is contrary trend to the observation and i t 
seems to be acceptable that the molecule of 
styrene is in the same plane. 
111. The s-Proton Shift of Vinyl 
Compounds 
In the case of styrene， the chemical shift 
of beta -proton was able to be interpreted by 
consid巴ring the effect of pi -ring-currents， 
but for the chemical shift of alpha中roton，
the quantitative agreement of the theoretical 
shift and the observed value was not neces-
sarily good. Now， we consider the chemi-











30 60 90'¥" 
Fig. 2. Proton chemical shifts due to the 
effect of twist of the aromatic ring 
plane in styrene. 
口:d=0.35A，ム:d=0.45A， 0: d=0.64A. 
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Experimental values 
The proton chemical shifts of sorne vinyl compounds were reported by Banwell et 
alC20) and Jackman et al， (28) which we adopt巴dherε. The results are shown in Table 
~ 3司1。
vm. 
There are two types of vaIues of proton chemicaI shifts. One is the type that the 
rεsonance spectr旦ofH2 appear at lower field than the resonance field of Hl， to which 
CH2=CHF， CH2=CHCl 且ndCH2=CH CSH5 belong. The other type is that the 
resonance field of H2 is highεr than that of Hl， towhich CH2=CHCN， CH2=CBrCHa 
and CH2=CH Br belong. We r巴ferredthese types to“styrene type" and “vinyl幽bromide
type"， respecti vely. 
The Electron Density 
Thεsigrna-el巴ctrondensi ti巴sof vinyl compounds were r巴portedby Fukui et al， (29) 
which are shown in Fig. 3. By these densities it is possible to interprete the trend 
th司tHa is resonated at lower field than that of othεr protns. 
Secondly， the pi -electron densiti問。fvinyl halides wer巴 alsogi ven by the sarne 





























































Fig. 4. The pi-electron densitiτ邑sof viny 1 halides.c宮町
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告3-3. The Magnetic Anisotropy of the Halogen Atom 
According to Pople's formulation， (8) the contribution of the magnetic anisotropy of 
halogen atoms is given by 
( eh i2 UJl，'C;c' (Cx.i)2 x~z→岬 =1 一一一一 l ム 一一一一一一一
-，." ¥ 27rmc) (ムE)z→ (30) 
~h ¥ 2r1tnOc c・ 一一両一
Yσ→π=¥一両c)L 守了3万三j.ta2(cxj)2+~+abcμx.i r
十。記EjrJ{切')2(CXi) (31) 
l→σ={~主 )2 一一〔喧三一寸¥2πmc } (ムE)z→σ (32) 
。=一品τ[xX(3cos2I!x-1)十xY(3cos2sy- 1)十円3cos2s?-1)J， (33) 
wherexヘforinstance， isthe paramagnetic susceptibi1ity on the halogen atom induced 
by the applied exterml field in x direction， and 1，πand a mean lone司pair，pト and













The magnetic susceptibilities induced by the app1ied field H are calculated by Eqs. 
(30)， (31) and (32) as shown in Table IX， and the beta同protonshifts of vinyl com圃
pounds clue to these inclucecl susceptibilities are given in Table X. Table X shows that 
the magnetic anisotropy of the halogen atom influences more diamagnetically on Hl 
than H2・
告3-4. The Effect of Dipolar Field 
A method of estimating the effect of the boncl moment on the proton chemical 
shift was formulatecl by Buckingham. (14) 1n his formulation， the effect on the proton 
chemical shift is given by 
ムロ=-2 X 1O-12Ez-I0-18E2， (34) 
where Ez is the component in th邑 bondingdirection of the electric field E due to 
the clipole moment of the molecule or the boncl. 
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'l'ABLE VIII.βproton shifts (in ppm) of vinyl compounds. (20)， (2呂〉
ωω…p仰附山吋O叩叩叫吋u削n凶耐dおsIド同~一叩伺伴即H砧日2=〆CH凹FIC一ιい山…i二一一♂二一一一と出仇H舵Clイ(戸i一qいι叫伴…=C羽印mH印引l川千l戸一z=CBr偲価町勘邸…ιC
日〉肌下…川l 一0ω0閃8I +0一 一ベI +0川2ペl 
TABLE IX. The inducad magn邑ticsusceptibilities in th巴halogenatom 
(in units of e2h2! 4，2m2c2). 
X 
I CJ I Br 
x" 0.0077 0.0045 0.008ヲ
xY 0.0580 。.0546 0.0686 
XZ 0.0641 0.0570 0.0661 
TABLE X. The proton chemical shifts (in ppm) due to the magnetic 




CH2=CHF CHz=CHC! CH2=CHBr 年 C印 ICHz=C叫
H1 0.1726 0.1273 0.1259 0.1334 0.1283 
Hz 0.0208 0.0546 0.0709 。.0871 。.0756
Now， this effect for vinyl bromide was evaluated as an example. If the bond mo-
mentμ= L 48 X 10-18 esu 1S located at the midpoint of C開Brbond， Eq. results， 
ムa(Hz)=-0.287ppm， ムσ(H1)= -0.184 ppm， 
and therefore 
i3=(Hz-Eh)/Hi= -104 ppm. 
Next， ifthe dipole moment of the molecule，んlo1=L41xl0~18 esu， Isin the line 
connecting the midpoints of じBrbond and C-C bond， the relation of the proton che-
mical shift and the position at which the dipole moment located Is as shown in Fig. 5. 
In Fig. 5， R means the distance from the midpoint of C-Br bond. 
~ 3-5. The Anisot:ropy of C-H Bond. 
A formulation of estimating the effect of the anisotropy of bonds on the proton 
chemical shift was giγ閃 byMcConnell.C15a) 
According his expression， the chemical shift due to the bond anisotropyムxis 
descri bed as 
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σ=IiL (1一∞S2B)， (35) 
where Lo is the Avogadro's number and R the distance between the proton and the 
midpoint of C-H bond. 
By calculations， Eq. (35) is reduced to 
。(H1)=ー 0.038ムX，
a(H2) =十0.025ムX.




and then Eq. (36) results 
dO-H= (H2-H1)/H1 = -0.015~-O.095 ppm， 
ðO-0=(H2-Hl)/Hl=O.093~O.186 ppm， 
I dO-H Iく Ido-o I . 
(36) 
It is expected that the proton shifts of propyrene which are the vinyl bromide type 











0:0 0.2 0.，1 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 R(A) 
Fig. 5. The proton chemical shift of vinyl bromide due to the 
dipole moment of the molecule. 
~ 3-6. The Results and Discussion 
Of the effects evalu乱tedabove， the effect of the bond anisotropy was small com-
pared with the other effects， and so this contribution was neglected， and the effect due 
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to thεdi polar field was assumed to be the same value， -0 . 1 ppm含 foral compounds 
in question. Then， the final rεsults of the proton chemical shift in the compounds 
b配ome旦stabulat巴din Table XL 
All the effects considered h巴rebring the spectra of the proton H1 to lower field. 
Except the case of vinyl bromide， theoretical proton shifts agree qualitativεly， or at 
least in trends， with the observed shifts. 
For vinyl bromide， itmay be considered that if 4p輔atomicorbital deformes， the 
effect of the magnetic anisotropy becomes larger. 
IV. The Chemical Shift and the Electron Density 
It is believed that the proton chemical shift 1S closely related to the total sigma-
electron density of the hydrogen atom. The close relations betwe色nthem were reported 
in paraffins， (30) a1cohols， (31) vinyl compounds， (27) benzene deriv昌tiv出 (32) and halo-
methanes. (33) 
~ 4幽1. The Elec!ron Densities 
According to Ramsey's theory(3) of the chemical shift， it can be said that the 
variation of the sigma回electrondensity on a hydrogen atom by unity producεs thεshift 
of the proton spectra of 17. 8ppm (cf. Eq. (28)). Therefore， ifthe main cause of the 
proton chemical shift Is the electron density and the other effects are small， then the 
linear correlation bεtween the proton shift and the εlectron density must be obtained 
and the constant of proportionality is四 pectedto be about 17，8 ppmjelectron. 
In r色ality，however， the linear correlation of the same value of gradient 17固8ppmj
electron is not necessarily obtained in various compounds. The correlation of the proton 
chemical shifts and the sigma聞electrondensity is graphically shown for vinyl halides 
in Fig. 6， where ethylene is旦doptεdas reference. 
TABLE XI. Calculated and observed shifts (in ppm) of 
β-protons of some vinyl compounds. 
Compounds Calcu!ated shifts Observed shifts (20) 
CHz = CHF ~0.25 -0.34 
CHz = CHCI -0.17 -0.08 
CHz = CHBr -0.16 十仏15
CH2 = CHl -0.14 
CHz = CBrCH3 -0.15 十0.2
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On the other hand， for aromatic compounds， the proton chemical shifts were ∞v 
nected with the pトelectrondensi ti tes on the adja田ntcarbon atom， and attempts of 
obtaining the pi-electron densities from the observed proton chemical shifts were ap-
peared. 
In the work of Fraenkel et al， (34) the proton chemical shifts of C5H5-and C7H7+ 
were interpreted by the electrostatic interactions between the charge localized in the 
pトorbitalof the carbon atom and the electrons in the C-H bond， and utilizing the 
results， the charge distributions of other aromatic systems were determined from the 
proton chemical shifts. 
In their paper， itwas assumed that the important contribution to the proton che圃
mical shift is the charge on the carbon atom to which the hydrogen bonded， and that 
the variations of the charge四effectcontaining the total charge on the hydrogen atom， 
the diamagnetic anisotropy of the carbon atom and the paramagnetic current on the 
excess pi-electrons q， Then， the "charge shift“d (q) of the aromatic hydrogen was 
given by 
d(q)=aq， (37) 
and a constant a was determined empirically to be about + 10 ppm/ electron. 
Similar works were published by some authors(35) and the values of a ranging 
from + 10 to + 15 ppm/ electron were obtained. 
~ 4-2. The Chemical Shift and the (]-7T: Interaction 
In the sigma-electron densities used previously， the effect of pi-electrons was taken 
no account of. But the effect of pトelectronson the proton chemical shift was discussed 
for the aromatic system by some workers， asmentioned above. Therefore， we ca1culated 
the sigma-electron densities into which the effect of pi-electrons was taken and discus幽
sed the correlation of the chemic乱1shifts of the alpha-proton in vinyl halides with 
the modified sigma-electron densities. 
Now， for the sigma輔piinteraction， the九ドtechnique“(36)was proposed by Whe-
land and Mann(37). They proposed that the value of the Coulomb integral a should be 
linearly related to the charge q and 
αr=α。+ω(l-qr)fJo， (38) 
where，ωis a dimensionless parameter whose value may be so chosen as to give best 
agreement with experiment. 
Using this method， it has been shown that the ca1culated dipole moments for 
hydrocarbons were improved (38) and the energy values for organic cations were 
refined. (39) The values proposed for the empirical parameter ωhave ranged from 0.33 
to 1.8， and the value ω= 1 .4seems now to be desirable. 
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We employed also this technique for calculating the modified sigma国electrondensi ~ 
ties， that is， 
¢σ=aOO+ω(1-qπ ③ (39) 
This expression means that when many pi司electronsexistヲ thesigma掴electronsare 
reduced by means of the electron repulsion. If q" = 1， ftσ=ftσ0， but if qTCく 1，the 









σ 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 qH 
Fig. 6. The proton chemical shift o in ppm and the 
sigma-el巴ctrondensi ty qHσfor vinyl halides. 
In order to calcul旦tethe sigma-electron densities of vinyl halides， the p呂rameters
shown in Table XII were chosen and the obtained sigma ~electron densi ties employing 
the ω目technique，Eq. (39)， are shown in Table XIII. 
With the sigma国electrondensities in which the effect of pi圃el芭ctronswas consト
dered， the chemical shifts of alpha-protons， H1 and H3， of vinyl halides were discussed. 
Here， the following two effects were evaluated: 
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'lABLE XII. Parameters 11S巴din the cJaculation of sigma-electron d巴nsities of viny 1 halides. 
αH=α-0.2s;βCC=β(adjacent)， 0.38β(own) ;βCH=0.94s. 
X a 由=1.0 曲目1，5
αC1 α-0.062β α-0.093β 
F αC2 α-0.017β α-0.026β 
αF α十0.779β α十0.819β
αC1 α-0.066β α-0.099β 
Cl αC2 α-0.014 s 日 -0.021β
αC! α十0.380β α十0.420β
αC1 α-0.070β α-0.105β 
Br αC2 α-0.011β α-0.017β 
αBr α→ー0.332s α十0.373β
日C1 α-0.080β α-0.120β 
I αC2 α-0.006β α-0.009β 
αI α十0.286β α十0.329β




H1 0.89912 0.93450 0.93657 
F 日2 0.89912 0.93450 0.93657 
H3 0.83343 0.84605 0.84561 
H1 O圃90250 0.93330 0.94874 
Cl H2 0.90250 0.93330 0.94874 
H3 0.87150 0.87583 0.87843 
H1 0.90246 0.93480 。園95104
Br H2 O圃90246 0.93480 0.95104 
H3 0.87084 0.87247 0.87416 
H1 0.90270 0.93934 0.95771 
I H2 0.90270 0.93934 0.95771 
H3 0.87314 0.87165 0.87173 
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( i) The magnetic shielding due to the electrons on the hydrogen atom，一一this
effect was evaluated by the Lamb's corrections， Eq. (28)， 
。d凶 =17.8.O. qH (ppm). (28) 
( i) The magnetic anisotropy of the halogen atom，一一一 forthis effect only para国
magnetic currents were consid邑redand the results obtained previously were us巴d，that 
is Eqs. (30)， (31)， (32) and (33). 
Thεca1culat巴dproton chemical shifts due to these two effects are shown in Table 
XIV. In the table， itwas indicated that ifω= 0， the trend of magnitudes of the 
ca1culated shifts is par且l1elto that of the observed， but the absolute values of ca1culated 
valu色sare small compared with the observed shifts， and also that ifω=1.0 or 1.i¥ 
the trend of magnitudes of the ca1culated shifts is contrary to that of the observed， 
but the absolute values of the ca1culated shifts旦pproachto the observed values. 
In the assumption employed in the ca1culation， however， there will be some argu圃
ment. For担ns討ta叩nc町e，江tseems t加ob挽eov邑創r町可e
it should be noted that in the present step， the method is not s巴lf同consistentin the 
sense of no considering the effect of pi吃 lectronsaffected by sigma幽electrons.
Now， more reasonable ω園techniqueincluding the色ffectsof al己lectronswas applied 
to vinyl halides. That is， for the halogen atom X， three 邑lectronswere taken into 
account and for the carbon atom， four electrons were considered， then 
aHσ=αEσ0ートω(1-qHσ) 
aXσ=αzσ0+ω(3 -qxσ qxπ) (40) 
aCσニ dCσ自十ω(4 -'E，qcσ qc勺
Her巴， ω=0.2， was chosen b巴causeit becames evident that this value of Gρis re呂sonable
to interprete a phenomenon in ESR measurements in some compounds. (40) The ca1cu圃
lated electron densities with ω= 0.2 and the theoretical and obs巴rvedchemical shifts in 
which only two effects considered above were taken 1nto account， are shown in Table 
XV. 
1n order to calculate the proton chemical shift， the effects of the magn邑ticaniso-
tropy of the halogen抗omand Lamb's shielding were evaluated， however， in the 
calculation of the magnetic anisotropy of the halog印 atom，only the paramagnetic 
term was estimat色dand the diamagnetic term was not taken into account. The dia同
magnetic t邑rmintends to shift the spectra of H1 to the higher field， and r巴sultsmo陀
n巴gativevalue of the chemical shift defined here. Thus the contribution of this term 
to the proton chemical shift is desirめlefor vinyl fluoride but undesirable for vinyl 
chloride and bromide (cf.， Table XV). But， itseems probably that the contribution of 
the diamagnetic term 1S nεgligibly small for the present case. 
Proton Chemical Shifts of Vinyl Compounds 
TABLE XIV. The calculatedα.-proton chemical shifts using the 
electron densities obtained with the w-technique. 
Ca1culat巴dshifts 
Compds. Effects 
臼エニ O 臼=1.0 印=1.5 
( i ) -1.1692 -1.5744 -1.6191 
CHz=CHF (i) 0.4470 0.4470 0.4470 
Total -0.7222 -1.1274 -1.1721 
( i ) -0.5518 -1.0230 十1.2515
CI-I2=CHCl (i) 0.2852 0.2852 0.2852 
Total -0.2666 -0.7378 十0.9663
( i ) -0.5646 -1.1095 +1.3685 
CH2=CHBr (i) 0.2613 0.2613 0.2613 
Total -0.3033 -0.8482 十1.1072
( i ) -0.5252 -1.2049 -1.5305 
CH2=CHI (i) 0.2861 0.2861 0.2861 
Total -0.2401 -0.9188 -1.2444 
TABLE XV. The ca1culated sigma-electron densities (臼=0.2)and the 























TABLE XVI. Th巴 sigma-electrondensities (u>=0.2) and the proton 
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* Subtracted th巴 ca1culat巴dshift due to the magnetic anisotropy of the halogen atom from the 
observed value of th巴 chemicalshift. 
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Secondly， in the approximation used in the calculation of the magnetic anisotropy， 
p-orbitals are to be used， and so in the case of the chlorine or bromine atoms， sp or 
4p四orbitalsare treated in the calculation. Therefore， it is inferred that because the 
energy differer羽田 ofsp or 4p町orbitalsand 小orbitalare small， the calculated anisotropy 
effect becomes to be doubtful. To improve the calculation， itmay be a way to consid白r
the hybridization of (spd). 
The sigma-electron densities ca1culated with ω=0.2 and the proton chemical shifts 
of vinyl halides are tabulated in Table XVI and graphed in Fig.7. These data indic針
ted that the gradient of the lines of th芭 protonchemical shift versus the sigma世electron
densities for each vinyl halide equals nearly to 20 ppmjelectron density， which 1S 









0.80 。固85 0.90 。.95 1.!)() 
Fig. 1. Plots of the calcuJated sigma-electron deni;ities versus the 
proton chemical shifts subtracted th日 calcu!atedshifts due 
to the magnetic anisotropy of X from the observed shifts. 
qhω=0・2)
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V， Conclusion 
Various problems on the chemical shifts of styr百 leancl vinyl halicles were semi-
empirically studiecl. 
It is shown that the proton chemical shift of styrene is able to be interpretecl by 
the effects of the inducec1 currents in the aromatic ring， the magnetic anisotropy of 
th巴 carbonatom and the local cliamagnetic shielding of the hyclrogen atom， ancl that 
the causes of the proton chemical shift of vinyl ha1ic1es are mainly th巴巴ffectsof the 
magnetic shielcling of electrons on the hyc1rogen anc1 the paramagnetic anisotropy of 
the halogen. 
It can be concluclecl from the argum巴ntson the electron densi ties anc1 the chemical 
shift， that if ω-technique is employec1 to calculate the sigma-electron clensities， the 
relation of the calculatecl sigmcトelectrondensi ty wi th 印=O. 2 to the proton chemical 
shift is in gooc1 agreement with Lamb's expression. 
We wish to express our gratitude to Dr. S. Hattori (Nagoya University) ancl to 
Dr. T. Yonez乱wa(Kyoto University) for their continuecl interest， variable discussions 
ancl sugg巴stions，ancl also to Miss. H. Iwamae (Kyoto University) for helpful cliscus-
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We are grateful to Professor K. Fukui of Kyoto University ancl to Professor K. 
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